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Most emerging market multinationals (EMNCs) embody a
contradiction – they are both first movers and latecomers

EMNCs = First Movers

EMNCs = Latecomers

• Among the first to have made cars,
appliances, and other manufactured
products in their home countries …
• Strategic Focus
- Adapt industry’s existing global
business model to local market
conditions

• … but way behind MNCs that have
been honing their capabilities,
technologies and brands for decades

+

• Strategic Focus

- Pre-empt competitors to capture and
leverage early mover advantages

Getting Ahead of the Pack

- Overcome lack of experience,
scale/scope, and other time-based
disadvantages
- If possible, leverage potential
latecomer advantages (e.g., new
technology)

Playing Catch-up

Source: “How Emerging Giants Can Take on the World”, Jullens, Harvard Business Review, Dec 2013
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Many EMNCs find it difficult to manage this contradiction
Profit- versus growth- oriented firms
Sales and profits growth trajectories over consecutive five-year periods (N = ~105,000 firms in Brazil, Russia, India, and China)
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• In their eagerness to get ahead,
many EMNCs focus primarily on topline growth and neglect to lay the
foundation for profitability in any
environment other than a rapidly
expanding market
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• In reality, profit-oriented firms are
significantly more successful over the
long-term than growth-oriented firms

Growth-oriented firms
(High/Low, period 1)

Sources: “Rough Diamonds”, Park, Zhou, Ungson (2013) / “How Emerging Giants Can Take on the World”, Jullens, Harvard Business Review, Dec 2013
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Successful EMNCs typically follow a deliberate four-step
process of developing advanced capabilities over time

1
Seize the moment
• Spot and exploit nascent
business opportunities
• Develop foundational
capabilities

4

1980s

Move Up
and Out

1994

• Develop differentiated capabilities
system
• Expand into highervalue customer
segments and
international markets

3

2

Build
strength

• Refine EM business
model
• Start catch-up
journey to worldclass

Scale up & consolidate
• Acquire weaker local competitors to become domestic
market leader
• Fill capability gaps (e.g., R&D, thirdparty vendors, M&A)

Initial focus on increasing quality
and cutting costs
Listed on Shenzhen Stock Exchange and
established tech center with annual R&D
investment of 4.5% of total sales

1998

Achieved 70% domestic market share for
universal joints and started supplying to
Sino-foreign JVs such as GM and Ford

2001

Purchased a 21% stake in UAI (brakes)
for US$ 2.8 million

2013

Acquired 123 systems to enter EV
battery market

2013

Became China’s second largest
private company --annual revenues
of over US$ 10 billion

Source: “How Firms in Emerging Markets Can Play Catch-Up”, Jullens, Strategy+Business, Jan 2014
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For example, Great Wall’s capabilities-driven strategy was
more successful than BYD’s growth-at-all-costs approach

Net profit, %
25

“Be stronger (first)
and then be bigger”
Wei Jianjun, Chairman,
Great Wall Motors

Sale volume,
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BYD
• Growth-oriented
• Focus on increasing sales
• Bold vision of global industry
leadership position by 2025
• Aggressive product line and
dealer network expansion
• …
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Profit of BYD

Sales volumeGreat Wall

Profit of Great Wall

Great Wall
• Profit-oriented
• Focus on improving capabilities
• Conservative vision of becoming
a strong Chinese automaker first
• Cautious product line and dealer
network expansion
• …

Source: “How Emerging Giants Can Take on the World”, Jullens, Harvard Business Review, Dec 2013
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In practice, the EMNC’s journey from basic production to
world-class innovative capabilities takes a long time

Advanced

World-Class

Incremental
Basic

“Know-How”
(basic production)

“Know-Why”
(world-class innovation)



EMNCs must evolve from acquiring basic production expertise to mastering worldclass innovation through a process of “chaining” increasingly advanced capabilities



Capability chaining is a deliberate and cumulative process with significant path
dependency which requires a top-down and bottom-up approach and needs to be
embedded in a complex ecosystem to enable co-evolution with other stakeholders

Source: Adapted from Bell and Figueiredo (“Building Innovative Capabilities in Latecomer Emerging Markets Firms: Some Key Issues”, Oxford University Press, 2012
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Firms must decide how to develop their future required
capabilities at each step along the way

1

External
Contracting

 Common non-strategic capabilities
 Complementary value chain activities
 Speed and simplicity

2

Internal
Development

 Core strategic capabilities
 Embedded in core capabilities system
 Slow and difficult, especially for EMNCs

3

M&A /
Partnerships

 Core / Complementary strategic capabilities
 Itself an important capability
 Fast(er), but often difficult in practice
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CEMEX has been especially effective at leveraging
acquisitions to enhance its own organizational capabilities
Capability
upgrading
Laying Groundwork
Mexico

Capability
upgrading
Stepping Out
Spain
• Access to capital
markets

• Operational
capability
• Strategic response
(engineering,
capacity
CEMEXNET,
transparency culture) • PMI codification
• Petroleum coke
• Acquisitions
Capability
expertise
leverage
• Cement focus

Capability
upgrading
Growing Up
SA/Egypt
• Development of the
CEMEX way

Stepping Up
RMC/Rinker
• Market redefinition
– Countries => regions
– Cement => concrete

• Performance measurement
• Mexico PMI,
consolidation learning • Concrete humidity system
culture
Capability
• Risk pooling (trading)
leverage
Capability
leverage

1996-99

2000-07

1992-95
1982-89
Source: “Mexican Multinationals: Insights from CEMEX”, Lessard and Lucea, Cambridge University Press, 2009
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Chinese EMNCs have also focused heavily on acquisitions to
upgrade their capabilities - especially since the ’08 GFC

Primary Drivers

China ODI and Outbound M&A
2002-10, in $Bn
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Value of Deals – Minority Ownership

– High-speed rail (+)
– Automotive assembly (-)

11

24

• Domestic upgrading efforts
not consistently successful
(e.g., JVs)

32

21

• Increase in ODI and M&A to
improve competitiveness at
home
– Sany => Putzmeister

2008

2009

2010

– Geely => Volvo

ODI

Value of Deals – Majority Ownership
Source: Global Insight, Strategy& analysis
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However, results have been mixed, due to overly aggressive
strategies and limited organizational capabilities
Aggressive Acquisition Strategies

Limited Organizational Capabilities

• Capability upgrading often focused on
outright acquisitions anywhere instead
of gradual geographic expansion
nearby

• Turnaround Management
– Industry leaders not for sale
– Acquisition target typically financially
distressed

– Time pressure to catch up quickly
– Need to develop multiple
capabilities at once
– Cheap financing and government
pressure
– Numerous acquisition targets
following ’08 financial crisis
– Hubris

• Integration Management

+

– Limited PMI experience
– Little understanding of know-how to
be transferred
• International Experience
– Lack of fungible talent
– Language and cultural issues
– Poor governance, managerial
competence, and systems

Source: “Sino-Finnish Paths to International Competitive Advantage”, Jullens/Suonio/Tang, TEKES, 2013
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Strategic partnerships with leading foreign players often
represent a viable alternative to outright acquisitions
1

Partnerships may sometimes be more suitable than outright acquisitions
-

2

At the same time, many foreign companies need to capture new growth opportunities
in emerging markets, but lack the critical capabilities to do so themselves
-

3

Knowledge transfer requires side-by-side collaboration
No need for managing and/or integrating the foreign partner’s business
Potential to collaborate on project-by-project basis, at least initially
Opportunity for collaborating with industry leaders instead of acquiring laggards

Limited mid-market products and know-how
Little experience in emerging markets, especially in SE Asia
Large number of SMEs with limited financial and managerial resources

Potential “Win-Win” collaboration opportunities lie at the intersection of
complementary firm capabilities, country-specific advantages, common target
industries, and geographic proximity

Source: “Sino-Finnish Paths to International Competitive Advantage”, Jullens/Suonio/Tang, TEKES, 2013
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Such Sino-foreign partnerships can be classified into four
groups as a function of industry and market maturity
Sino-Foreign Partnership Opportunity Matrix
• “Good Enough” Opportunities
– Jointly develop low-end / mid-market
versions of existing products for
emerging markets
“Leapfrog”
Opportunities

“Good Enough”
Opportunities

Market

Emerging

Developed

“Break-Through”
Opportunities

Sunrise

“Latent Demand”
Opportunities

Mature
Industry

• “Latent Demand” Opportunities
– Jointly penetrate developed markets
by activating latent demand for lowend / mid-market products
• “Leapfrog” Opportunities
– Capitalize on latecomer advantages
to develop new products and
technologies in greenfield emerging
markets first
• “Breakthrough” Opportunities
– Combine high-end developed market
and low-cost emerging market
capabilities to create truly
breakthrough products

Source: “Sino-Finnish Paths to International Competitive Advantage”, Jullens/Suonio/Tang, TEKES, 2013
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Summary

 Chinese firms will continue to look for acquisitions to accumulate assets and
develop their organizational capabilities and resources
 Ongoing economic difficulties elsewhere will likely continue to create an
environment where attractive acquisition targets will be available
 However, many Chinese firms will have to significantly “up their game” and become
much better at managing and integrating these acquisitions
 This implies placing much more importance on improving management and other
organizational skills as opposed to simply focusing on technology acquisition itself
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